
Section Conclave 2024 Lodging 

We have a variety of options available this year from private apartments to communal 
cabins and bunk housing. All participants will have access tent camping and the 
bathhouse with no additional charge. However, if you’d like heating, electricity, and not 
having to lug your equipment around, we have plenty of options for you: 

*All pricing is for the whole weekend, not by day* 

 

Standard Upgrade 

Bunk Housing: Our most available tier will get you out of the elements and into a stove 
heated bunk house with your YPT designated age/gender group. You’ll have the option of 
choosing a top bunk at $10 or a bottom bunk at $15 for the weekend. There are some 
standard bed options available in these bunk houses that will be labelled as bottom bunks. 
Bunks require you to bring your own bedding. All bunk houses have access to the 
bathhouse. All bunk placements shall be on first-come-first serve within your purchase 
category, we will not be assigning you to a specific bunk. 

 

 

 

Cabin and Apartment Upgrade 

When choosing a cabin or apartment upgrade, ONE person will pay for the room. They in 
turn can recruit roommates and make their own arrangements for sharing the cost. Married 
couples and families may share a room. Otherwise YPT must be followed when having 
roommates. 

Refer to next page for Description, Photos and Pricing  



Communal Cabins: The communal cabins come with a communal living room/kitchen 
and shared single use bathroom, but individual rooms. Cabin 1 has 2 (queen & twin) beds 
per room at $225 per room. Cabin 8 has 2 bedrooms, one room has a king, and the other 
has a queen at $225 per room. Each bed comes with its own bedding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cabin 1A      Cabin 8A 

Apartments: Our most private option, each apartment has a private bathroom with 
shower. There are 3 apartments available: 4A ($260) includes 2 twin beds with a good 
amount of space, a minifridge, and a coffee maker. 4B ($260) includes a queen and bunk 
bed with minifridge and coffee maker. 4C ($275) includes a queen bed with plenty of space, 
a couch, and a kitchenette. Each bed comes with its own bedding. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
         Apartment 4B 

 

 

 

 

Apartment 4C 

     Apartment 4A 


